
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a rewards manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for rewards manager

Strategic oversight & product management of Premium Rewards portfolio
including Platinum Avion, Infinite Avion, Avion Privilege, Preferred, US Dollar
Gold
Responsible for the overall positioning and branding of the premium rewards
card portfolio
Develop annual Business Plan (including overall strategy and tactics)
Monitor competitive trends in the loyalty industry
Plan, drive and lead team to execute the loyalty program rewards strategy so
as to enhance the program’s attraction, long-term engagement and
redemption proposition
Manage all aspects relating to rewards sourcing, allocation and fulfilment
including IT platform requirements, business planning, merchandising
strategy, promotional campaigns and customer service requirements around
rewards management
Participate in the development and execution of strategic and tactical
business plans with other members of the loyalty team to support the
rewards strategy
Develop strategy for sourcing and distribution of rewards, in close
collaboration with multiple internal teams including Sports Marketing,
Categories and Licencing (to ensure external partners are leveraged)
Create a global rewards framework to ensure consistent sourcing in market
Ensure all relevant loyalty goals and fulfilment implications are factored into
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Qualifications for rewards manager

Contract negotiation and/or partner management experience
4-8 years of experience managing a technical solution development team,
preferably in a financial institution or other large corporate environment,
telco
Technical expertise and recent experience with current digital technologies
Experience in working collaboratively with various stakeholders, including
multiple lines of business, other IT groups, and third party vendors
People management experience with direct reports
5-8 years of experience in management within a Project Management, Sales
Operations, Finance or Business Analytics role


